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THE LEGEND OF ZELDA

By Elizabeth Henges 21st April 2021  Facebook  Twitter  Reddit

The best Zelda gifts and merch available right now

I could put any number of Zelda references here, but I won’t. You’re here for The Legend
of Zelda merch, and I’m here to round up some of the best for you. The Legend of Zelda is
a great, long-running series, so you know there’s plenty of cool things you can buy to
show your love for the series.

In fact, it’s a little overwhelming! From posters and clothes to prints and knick-knacks,
there is sometimes too much cool Zelda mech to sift through. Well, worry not, we’ve done
it for you. No need to venture through the Internet alone, take this! (I’m sorry).

The Legend of Zelda Encyclopedia Deluxe Edition

The Legend of Zelda Amiibo

Legend of Zelda Hyrule Crest Light

Breath of The Wild Sheikah Slate Keycap

Legends of Localization Book 1: The Legend of Zelda

PowerA Zelda Nintendo Switch Controller

Mega Mocchi Octorok Plushie

Just a Whole Bunch of Official Zelda Clothing

First 4 Figures Majora’s Mask PVC Statue

The Legend’s Cookbook

The Legend of Zelda Encyclopedia Deluxe Edition

This artbook is just so cool. It’s designed to look just like the original game’s golden NES
cartridge, with a sleeve to match. The book itself is also a treasure trove of Zelda
information. I’d honestly recommend all four Zelda books for the diehard Zelda artbook
nerd, but the deluxe edition of the Encyclopedia will be sure to please any fan.

Buy for $79.99 at Amazon US

The Legend of Zelda Amiibo

There are a bunch of Zelda Amiibos you can buy! Multiple versions of Link, Zelda’s Twilight
Princess look from Super Smash Bros, Midna… even the Guardian and Champions from
Breath of the Wild! There are a lot to choose from–but some may be out of production,
depending on your region. Check and see which ones you can pick up below!

The Legend of Zelda Amiibo at Amazon US

The Legend of Zelda Amiibo at Amazon UK

Legend of Zelda Hyrule Crest Light

Sometimes you just want a neat little thing to put on a shelf. This Hyrule crest is nice
looking, not too big, and it even lights up. While I hate that the description says “It’s a
perfect way to illuminate your man cave”, I think it’s a neat little bit of merch regardless.

Buy for £23.25 at Amazon UK

Breath of The Wild Sheikah Slate Keycap

I’m a mechanical keyboard nerd, and I just needed to share this with everyone. It’s a
keycap for Cherry MX keyboards (the most common type of mechanical keyboard switch)
that’s a Sheikah Slate. It’s not the type of keycap you can use with all of your keys, and is
generally perfect for your Escape key, but I just think it’s neat. There are other Zelda
keycaps available too, but I thought this one looked the coolest.

Buy for $37.49 at Amazon US

Legends of Localization Book 1: The Legend of Zelda

Localization is an interesting thing, and the Legends of Localization books are a great look
into the process. The first Legends of Localization book covered the original Zelda itself. If
you’re interested in the nitty-gritty of games development, this will be a great pick-up.

Buy for $29 (Hardcover) at Fangamer

PowerA Zelda Nintendo Switch Controller

If you want something with a bit more utility with your fan merchandise, you’ll want to
look into the PowerA Switch controllers. These are officially licensed by Nintendo, and
there are some great Zelda controllers, among other Nintendo properties. They’re cheaper
than the Switch Pro Controller, too!

PowerA Wireless Controller (Midnight Ride) for $43.07 at Amazon US

PowerA Wireless Controller (Link) for £39.99 at Amazon UK

Mega Mocchi Octorok Plushie

This… is so cute. So cute. It’s an official Octorok plush, and it’s super squishy. I mean, what
else can you really ask for. If you don’t own this already, you need to order one, right now,
if you live in the US. For those in the UK, I’m sorry to say it’s not available.

Buy for $29.99 at Nintendo US

Just a Whole Bunch of Official Zelda Clothing

Hot Topic has a LOT of official Legend of Zelda gear. I couldn’t pick just one shirt or
hoodie out of the pack, there are just too many and the styles will appeal to different
people. Hit that link below and pick up the ones you like the most!

The Legend of Zelda clothing at Hot Topic

First 4 Figures Majora’s Mask PVC Statue

This is a really, really neat statue. First 4 Figures makes some great statues and figurines,
and this Majora’s Mask PVC statue is no exception. This is a really nice-looking statue of
the infamous mask, and it’ll look wonderful on any desk or shelf.

Buy at Zavvi for £89.99

The Legend’s Cookbook

Breath of the Wild has a bunch of tasty recipes available. Haven’t you wanted to give them
a try? Well, now you can, using the recipes in The Legend’s Cookbook! This is a fan-made
cookbook that works to adapt a number of BOTW recipes for proper cooking in real life,
and it’s really cool. Grab a copy for your Kindle and get to cooking!

Buy (Kindle version) for $9.99 at Amazon US

Buy (Kindle version) for £7.73 at Amazon UK

Looking for even more great Nintendo deals? We’ve gathered up all the best Nintendo
Switch deals, from games to accessories to the console itself! If you’re not sure which
Switch accessories are the best to grab? We have those worked out for you too!

All prices correct at the time of publishing. Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase we may receive a small commission. For more
information, go here.
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Every day we email our subscribers to alert them to the best deals
around. Sign up now and never miss a bargain!
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